Wark Barracks
ARMY MESS

Welcome to ____________’s
ARMY MESS
Takeaway Homework Menu.
HOW TO ORDER
Choose your homework task from the
menu. The bullet rating indicates the
difficulty of each task, ranging from “easy”
to “challenging”.

You may only try

each dish once, and you only do one
homework task each time you order.
Feel free to send any homework through

Map battles of History- List the Allied
forces and the Axis powers. Now find a
world map that shows who the Allies and
the Axis were.
Frontline Food- Research the rations
that a soldier would receive on the front
line and list their daily and calculate their
daily caloric intake.
Atomic Reflection- Find images of
Hiroshima after the atom bomb was
dropped. Write a reflection of the effects
of nuclear weapons.
Choose your own adventure- Think
about and write your own question that
you have about WWII. Now see if you
can find the answer.
In League- Research the League of
Nations and write a paragraph about
who they were and what they did. (Your
text has information)
Song Siege- Google WWII music and
find a song from the time to listen to and
read the lyrics. Write a paragraph about
what the song is saying about the war
and its purpose.

to your teacher using your Class Dojo
account

Dear Diary- Write a diary entry from the
perspective of someone detained in a
prisoner of war camp. Also look at
„Words of War‟ on School360.

Blitz Breach- Research the cities
targeted in the Blitz and plot them on a
map. List where it would be safe to send
children.

Leader Reader- Read about one of the
leaders using one of the books on the
Epic reading app. Write some
interesting facts about them.
American Artillery- Listen to
Roosevelt‟s speech when America
declares war on Japan. List the
persuasive techniques he uses.
Blitzkrieg battle- Research Blitzkrieg
tactics and write dot points about what
they were. How did they differ from
previous tactics?
Plane Patrol- Investigate and compare
the planes used by British and German
air forces. Create a table to show
similarities and differences.
Propaganda Pockets- design a
propaganda poster aimed at how people
on the home front can help the war
effort.
Reading Reconnaissance- Read one
of the novels on the recommended
reading tab on Moodle. Write a book
review and discuss which part of the
war the book focuses on.
Movie Melee- Watch a film about WWII
and write a film review that discusses
the part of the war the film focuses on.

